TO ACHIEVE CYBER RESILIENCE IN 7 STEPS

STEP 1
SYSTEM HYGIENE
Establish a proactive and systematic process for managing standard systems hygiene.

STEP 2
DEVELOP A PLAN
Create a cross-functional team of senior management to plan for cyber security events and consider hypothetical attacks.

STEP 3
MAP OUT RISK PROFILE
Study cyber patterns and attack modes to develop a tailored approach to protecting company assets.

STEP 4
ASSESS & MEASURE
Focus on rough figures, not precise estimates and avoid analysis paralysis.

STEP 5
MITIGATE RISK
Invest in risk mitigation measures to protect company assets at greatest risk.

STEP 6
CYBER INSURANCE
Obtain cyber insurance to provide contingent capital and specialized assistance in the event of an attack.

STEP 7
GET STARTED
A rough plan is okay – becoming resilient to cyber risk starts with a single step.